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Introduction
Maria Connolly  
Head of Real Estate & Clean Energy 
M +44 (0) 7909 967 322 
E maria.connolly@TLTsolicitors.com

Since the pandemic, there’s been a 
recognisable increase in the number of 
employees working from shared spaces 
and home offices. In this report we discuss 
changes in modern working patterns and 
what property owners and legislators can 
do to achieve the best balance for our 
workers, cities and planet.

Sustainability is a key theme when exploring social values 
in today’s property market from a built environment 
perspective. Indeed, in a recent JLL survey in which 
researchers spoke to occupiers and investors globally, 53% 
of respondents said that employee wellbeing is the biggest 
driver for reducing carbon emissions.

Consciousness of social values, sustainability and a happy 
workforce are not just compatible objectives but are often the 
same thing. A company that takes practical steps to ensure 
employee wellbeing, inclusiveness and flexibility and reduces 
its impact on the environment is well on its way to achieving its 
sustainability goals. But how do you go about that? How, in the 
coming months and years, can a firm manage the process of 
working towards that triple aim: growing a thriving, contented, 
secure company that sits well in its community through 
sustainable building and management?

Improving a building’s sustainability often involves expenditure 
and the question of who pays is always front of people’s minds. 
Looking at existing and future legislation, the respective roles 
of landlords and tenants, and old and new buildings will also be 
important. As will the contribution of legal drafting, the use of 
data and the planning system to move forward cooperatively, 
collaboratively and successfully.

A company that takes practical 
steps to ensure employee wellbeing, 
inclusiveness and flexibility 
and reduces its impact on the 
environment is well on its way to 
achieving its sustainability goals.
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Part one: mental health and wellbeing 

A happy workforce 
All employers have a duty of care to their employees. As well 
as health and safety rules to prevent the office environment 
from causing harm to those who work there, successful 
management involves the promotion of wellbeing. But 
how can our work and leisure spaces be changed to better 
facilitate this?

There are practical changes to make, such as access to open 
space and the building-in of room to work independently or as 
a group. But workspaces also have to reflect company ethos. 
Looking after a workforce promotes efficiency and loyalty, 
so it is a financially beneficial exercise as well as being widely 
acknowledged as the right thing to do.

Following the Covid pandemic, a hybrid model of working 
from home and office working has become ubiquitous in the 
UK and landlords are having to work hard to entice numbers 
of people back into their office properties and sell their space 
as somewhere that will provide a variety of environments that 
will bring advantages to everyone. 

...landlords are having to work hard 
to entice numbers of people back 
into their office properties...

In addition to sole-occupancy offices, shared working 
buildings have risen in popularity in areas with good digital 
infrastructure and transport links. But what are the legal 
issues around wellbeing in this new world of hybrid and 
shared-space working life?

Esther Smith, partner in TLT’s employment team, welcomes 
the increased notice being taken within companies of the 
duty of care to their employees following the upheaval of 
Covid. She emphasises that “managers should be aware of 
the professional needs of all of their employees, not just 
those who are physically in the office. That extends to health 
and safety assessments of home offices and taking care to 
avoid any ‘them and us’ feelings towards people working 
remotely.” Presenteeism can be a source of unfairness and 
should be avoided. “With greater staff satisfaction comes 
higher productivity and loyalty,” Smith adds.

The labour market is currently very competitive and the 
cost of losing valued talent and having to recruit is very high. 
While remote working allows an organisation to draw from a 
wider talent pool, they are also at risk of existing employees 
taking positions in organisations that may previously not 
have been an option for them. This means that employers 
not only have to make themselves attractive to future 
employees, but also have to ensure that they are taking good 
care of their existing employees. Employees will not only be 
considering the benefits offered, but also the values of the 
organisation and this is where organisations with a focus on 
sustainability and social values could do well. 
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It’s all about the data
Some employees may wish to work in shared spaces, rather 
than make a long commute into a central office, or work from 
home. This is something that needs careful consideration. 
Gareth Oldale, head of data and cybersecurity at TLT, 
recognises a lot of the problems involved with shared working 
space, especially for lawyers. For example, they often have 
sensitive conversations with clients that must not be available 
to the public. 

A recent poll suggested that the most pressing concern for 
most managers of people working offsite in shared spaces is 
the possibility of workers from other organisations overhearing 
conversations or seeing screens (62%), followed by worries 
over IT hardware and policy changes (24%). Telecoms 
infrastructure and physical security proved to be much less of 
an issue, at 7% each.

...managers should be aware 
that the risk of non-compliance is 
higher at home. Gareth Oldale, partner at TLT

It has been one of the larger changes of the last ten years or 
so that physical security is less of an issue. Some areas of the 
law still require paper files, but the overwhelming increase in 
ransomware attacks shows that digital security is closer to the 
front of managers’ minds.

To mitigate this worry, Oldale suggests that “companies 
need to plan ahead when allowing work outside the office. 
Companies that are ISO27001 certified, for example, will 
almost certainly need to update their information security 
management systems and policies to maintain their status. 
Acceptable use and bring-your-own-device policies have to be 
very clear and, on a more human level, managers should be 
aware that the risk of non-compliance is higher at home.”

Practitioners with clients in some sectors such as defence 
might never be able to use shared working spaces. Their 
relationships are too confidential to be able to take advantage 
of the open spaces, and they will have to confine themselves 
to home or single-occupancy offices. For others, IT and digital 
managers can mitigate the risks through:

• increased tailored training for different parts of  
the workforce

• the use of hardware such as screen filters that eliminate 
the possibility of being overlooked

• penetration testing of shared document stores and 
remote access solutions.

As long as the use of data within an organisation is planned, 
documented and secure, most companies will be able to offer 
their employees the chance to find the right balance for them.

What is your biggest concern from 
a data protection and information 
security perspective when thinking 
about shared space working? 

62%
Workers from other organisations seeing 
screens or hearing calls

7%
Telecommunications infrastructure 
and information security barriers 
implemented by the landlord

7%
Physical security of the building

24%
Changes required to IT policies and 
processes to enable more flexible working
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Documenting the shared space
One issue is how the law is keeping up with documentation 
around shared offices, and the need for legislators to recognise 
the need to reform legislation that is no longer corresponding 
to how people expect to be able to use shared space.

Ed Pitt, partner in TLT’s real estate team, sees many clients 
wishing to put in place flexible arrangements to facilitate 
sharing of occupation coming up against legal issues. 

“Anything that grants exclusive possession of a defined area 
is a lease, regardless of what you call it. For the landlord 
that brings into play all the security of tenure issues under 
the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954. More landlords are 
now choosing to grant a licence to occupy and agreeing on 
something that looks more like a set of terms and conditions 
than a traditional 50-page lease.”

More landlords are now choosing 
to grant a licence to occupy...

While this can work well, the space has to be shared in a real 
sense, with no defined areas, and no rooms with lockable 
doors, so everyone is truly in an open space. If you can achieve 
that and have a true licence to occupy, the arrangement 
does not have any security of tenure issues. However, it is not 
straightforward to achieve. “Landlords wishing to try to set up 
such an arrangement should definitely speak with their legal 
advisers,” Pitt concludes.
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Part two: sustainability 

Building enhancement 
Landlords seeking to improve their buildings to entice people 
to use them more frequently or to reduce their environmental 
impact are likely to see returns on their investment. For 
example, Katherine Evans, Head of Planning & Environment 
at TLT has seen some movement on building enhancement in 
the Bristol market, especially from landlords of large spaces 
looking to increase their offering.

While a recent poll suggested that only 19% of landlords 
have offered to provide enhanced facilities in the last 12 
months, Evans has some welcome news for landlords thinking 
about upgrading their offering. “If they wish to add a gym, 
a cafe, running tracks or other facilities for the use of the 
tenants, there will not generally be a requirement for planning 
permission. That is the case as long as it is ancillary to the 
main use.”

Have you/has your landlord offered 
to provide enhanced facilities in the 
last 12 months? 

19%
Yes

81%
No

Planning Use Class E now includes offices, gyms, cafes and 
many of the flexible uses that a landlord might want to offer 
but it must be the case that the facilities are exclusively for 
the use of the building occupants, not the public. There has 
been a major move to flexibility in planning in recent years 
and this is one area where offices, retail, restaurants and other 
leisure uses have become much less complicated from a 
planning point of view.

But what about other real estate considerations? Ed Pitt 
comments that he has “seen rooftop facilities appearing 
in some plans, including running tracks and roof gardens 
offering outdoor space to workers in urban buildings.” 

It is important to look at the ownership. If the landlord is 
the freeholder of the building, then they will own the roof, 
but there might be other stakeholders. Telecoms companies 
might have a lease, and have rights under the Electronic 
Communications Code or the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954. 
Tenants might have rights to use equipment such as air 
conditioning units, so if anything needs to be moved there 
will have to be an agreement. If the property is charged to a 
lender, the consent of the lender will need to be obtained.

If the landlord has a lease themselves, it will be important to 
look at whether their demise includes the and the airspace 
above it.
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The other thing to bear in mind is who pays for substantial 
changes. “Tenants will often have service charge exclusions 
so they don’t have to pay for capital expenditure in fitting out 
the building, and should be wary of sweeper clauses that offer 
landlords wide-ranging power to impose charges for costs 
they will incur,” says Pitt.

Tenants should be conscious 
of the risk of paying the initial 
capital cost of improvements 
through the service charge, and 
then also paying increased rent 
because of them on rent review.

Improvements to a building to increase its green credentials 
and benefit the wellness of the tenants would be, from 
the landlord’s point of view, advantageous because they 
increase the market potential of the building and therefore 
its rental value. Tenants should be conscious of the risk of 
paying the initial capital cost of improvements through the 
service charge, and then also paying increased rent because 
of them on rent review. However, it would seem unlikely a 
landlord would attempt to recuperate the capital cost of 
extensive improvements without some element of prior 
tenant engagement and collaboration. Pitt comments that it 
would be “unusual for a landlord to plough ahead with such 
works on the expectation that the capital costs could be 
recuperated through the service charge. They are more likely 
to be carrying out these improvements to increase the green 
credentials of the building, in order to make the property 
more marketable and give greater yields with a view to the 
longer-term financial gains.”

In addition to improving the value of a property, Esther Smith 
suggests that facilities are a positive for employers looking to 
improve wellbeing and the attractiveness of coming to work. 
But she reminded everyone to remember that they have to 
be accessible and fit for purpose for all employees. Changing 
room facilities, for example, have to be compliant with 
equality, diversity and inclusion policies, and be operated and 
used in a way that complies with an employer’s duty of care 
towards its employees’ safety. 

“Employers can offer a destination workplace, and 
sustainability is an integral part of that, says Smith. 
Employees are not just demanding gyms, running tracks and 
decent coffee machines; they want to know if the building 
has been built and operated sustainably, and they’re holding 
employers to account over it. They also want EV charging 
points, good green spaces, bike storage and good public 
transport to be able to get to the office. They are using these 
as factors when choosing who to work for in a competitive 
work marketplace.”

The Chancery Lane Project
One of the most direct ways which TLT is working towards 
a sustainable future is through its work with The Chancery 
Lane Project. TCLP, of which TLT is an active partner, is a 
collaborative effort to offer legal drafting that works to 
achieve net zero carbon emissions. There are partners around 
the world, making it a real global effort.

But how willing is the property market to include provisions in 
agreements regarding wider sustainability issues such as the 
circular economy?

Rachael Sherratt, Director - Project Management & Net Zero 
Carbon Design Consulting at JLL, notes that it is currently rare 
to find more than basics like EPC ratings being specified in 
heads of terms, but the focus on sustainability is increasing. 
JLL’s research finds that 48% of occupiers say they already 

seek LEED or BREEAM certification when building, buying or 
leasing. This is expected to increase to 77% by 2025. “If you 
want to attract occupiers, you need to start thinking about 
that soon, if not already,” Sherratt notes.

43% of investors have a net zero aspiration and JLL expect 
that to rise to 70%. Voluntary standards have worked well 
in bringing ecological concerns into people’s thinking, but as 
Sherratt states: “there’s nothing like a mandatory standard 
for forcing the issue.”

Alexandra Holsgrove Jones, Senior Professional Support 
Lawyer at TLT, comments on how it has affected the property 
business through legal drafting.

“There are provisions that require landlords and tenants 
to subscribe to circular economy principles, to ensure that 
parties consider whether materials can be re-used or recycled. 
The drafting also covers sustainable working practices and 
ethical sourcing of materials, as well as the responsible 
disposal of waste. The shade of green that can be achieved 
is to some extent dependent on the type of building you are 
dealing with. Older buildings, for example, tend to be more 
difficult to manage.”

There are also clauses that require the landlord to act 
reasonably when the tenant wants to do something 
beneficial. This can be within the tenant’s demise or the 
common parts of the building, for example wanting to keep 
bees on the roof.

The clauses are not restricted to use in commercial 
properties. For example, drafting offering a rent rebate in 
exchange for good practice like minimising water use or 
purchasing electricity from a sustainable supplier could be 
used for commercial or residential properties.
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Sustainability runs through everything
Ed Pitt comments on a new kind of language appearing in 
property agreements. In the past they might have confined 
themselves to specifying what companies and individuals 
and required to do and what they’re required not to do, but 
now leases might have clauses requiring cooperation and 
collaboration between parties.

“Clients want to know if an obligation to ‘collaborate’ or 
‘co-operate’ requires them to incur costs, or whether it might 
require them do something against the interests of their 
company, even against their own values,” says Pitt. “How far do 
they have to go to meet an agreement to cooperate? At the 
moment there’s no easy answer. We are going to see it evolve.”

As collaboration becomes part of 
contracts, the sharing of data will 
be vital to the success of projects.

In newer Grade A building stock, the agreements will be about 
preserving the green credentials and therefore the higher 
valuation. In older stock with a discount that reflects its inability 
to meet current standards without modification, the freeholder 
will want to turn that around and carry out improvements that 
will increase the green credentials. The clauses will be about 
improvements, and who will carry them out. 

As collaboration becomes part of contracts, the sharing of 
data will be vital to the success of projects. This is reflected 
by the presence of the data team as a key part of everyday 
operations in commercial law, which would not have been the 
case ten years ago. 

Gareth Oldale clarifies the role of data in collaboration: “Real 
estate organisations did not hold large volumes of structured 
data in the past, especially not personal data, but now they 
recognise that it has an intrinsic commercial value. From 
a General Data Protection Regulation [GDPR] compliance 
perspective, there are some steps that need to be taken.”

When parties collaborate, data is shared, and that may be 
personal data.

The first thing to look at is the roles of the respective parties. 
Who decides the purposes for which the data should be used? 
They are known as the controller. Is anyone processing the 
data on behalf of the controller, and are they part of the same 
organisation? If data is passed from controller to controller, 
it’s one kind of agreement, and another if it’s processor to 
controller. Either way, a data processing or sharing agreement 
is necessary for the partnership to get off the ground and 
there’s a very recent new statutory code of practice from the 
Information Commissioner’s Office.

It is also important to be clear who is sharing the data. If it 
is being passed from tenant to landlord, collated and re-
shared among a group then it’s very likely it will have to be 
anonymised rather than being shared in its raw form.

Stored personal data always has to be secure, no matter who 
is sharing it, so that also has to be considered and accounted 
for. All parties have to also make sure they’re holding on to 
the absolute minimum necessary to get the task finished, and 
that privacy is respected.

Oldale comments that “in the retail deals that the team has 
advised on in the last 18 months or so at TLT, the value of the 
deal hasn’t been so much about stock, but about branding 
and data. The data set tells you how the business operates 
and has value.”

Stored personal data always has 
to be secure, no matter who is 
sharing it, so that also has to be 
considered and accounted for. 
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Changes to the law
Michael Gove, the new secretary of what was the DCLG, has 
announced that the new Planning Bill that was expected 
in Autumn 2021 is on pause and is now unlikely to appear 
before the new year. The Environment Bill received Royal 
Assent on 9 November 2021. “It is a very wide-ranging and 
ambitious Act,” said Andrew Ryan, Partner in TLT’s planning & 
environment team.

To begin with, there’s a system of biodiversity credits, 
which will require a planning condition that results in each 
development being required to contribute a 10% uplift in 
biodiversity, although this could happen offsite through 
purchasing credits. It’s intended to contribute to “providing 
more opportunities to experience wildlife close to where 
people live and work”.

From this wording it’s clear that there is an emphasis on 
maximising wellbeing as well as biodiversity for its own 
sake. Much of its success will come down to how biodiversity 
metrics are measured, which is not yet clear.

We’re hoping to see some clear rules 
that allow all parties to properly 
understand their obligations...  
Andrew Ryan, partner at TLT

A second major pillar is local air quality and the bill includes a 
coordinated approach between neighbouring local authorities 
to make improvements. There are limits on particulates 
produced by transport, both commercial and personal, 
intended to dovetail with other measures including the ban 
on new fossil fuel vehicles by 2030.

“I look forward to seeing how the secondary legislation 
required by the Act will develop in the coming years and 
how this will affect landlords and tenants”, says Ryan. 
“We’re hoping to see some clear rules that allow all parties 
to properly understand their obligations and which also 
contribute meaningfully to broader sustainability goals.” 
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Conclusion

Sustainability has never been higher on 
the agenda and rightly so. With a large 
percentage of the UK’s carbon emissions 
coming from buildings, future-proofing our 
workplaces and minimizing the impact of 
business activity is vital if we’re to meet the 
UK’s ambitious net zero targets. 

Employees opting for firms that offer environmentally 
responsible workplaces, shared offices, inclusivity policies and 
hybrid working show the way for companies considering the 
value of sustainability. Investors and clients are also placing 
greater value on ESG [Environmental, Social and Governance] 
criteria before associating with a firm. It is up to companies’ 
leadership teams to ensure that these values are safely, 
legally and securely acted upon and become paramount in 
policy decision-making.

The Chancery Lane Project is a prime example of how to 
drive social value in business. Collaborative, climate sensitive 
and beneficial to the global community, use of the clauses 
developed through this project can help demonstrate to 
clients and employees that an organisation shares the belief 
that business can be both profitable and responsible, without 
contradiction.

Measuring social values can be a challenge for business. 
A very publicly visible activity such as real estate has the 
opportunity to make a big impact. The clarity and progress 
that would be achieved by legislating best practice for 
sustainability would be welcome and there are high hopes for 
the Environment Act, but it would be remiss of organisations 
to wait on any legislative changes. Demonstrating that 
industry can work in a sustainable way without enforcement 
is powerful, as the social values of successful businesses 
become the new normal.

Collaboration between legislators, developers, landlords, 
tenants and lawyers can move our cities and buildings 
towards a sustainable future, in line with society’s values 

and the needs of our planet. Only by working together can 
we ensure that our cities evolve to be places that will benefit 
everyone for the years to come.

Employees opting for firms that 
offer environmentally responsible 
workplaces, shared offices, inclusivity 
policies and hybrid working show the 
way for companies considering the 
value of sustainability.
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About TLT

For what comes next
TLT knows the real estate market inside out. With a 
presence on the ground in key regions across the UK, we 
deliver an integrated national service enabling you to 
thrive as the built environment evolves.

We’re trusted legal partners to market-leading 
developers, property businesses, investors and 
affordable housing providers; and on projects across the 
property lifecycle from investment and development to 
construction and sale.

We help our clients prepare for and grasp opportunities 
generated by unprecedented shifts in working patterns, 
technology and climate change and the resulting growth 
in areas like sustainable construction and modular 
developments.

We adapt and flex our approach, shaping national themes 
to deliver commercial and legal insights that work at 
the local level and in line with your social and economic 
considerations. And, we’ll draw on our experience in 
clean energy and sustainability to help you balance your 
environmental goals with ever-changing commercial and 
residential property demands.

Fully aligned with your business ambitions and providing 
insights on major issues and new trends, we focus on 
adding value to your projects and looking ahead to 
prepare you for what comes next.

Contacts

Maria Connolly  
Head of Real Estate & Clean Energy 
T +44 (0)333 006 0109 
E maria.connolly@TLTsolicitors.com

Andrew Ryan   
Partner | Planning & Development  
Northern Ireland 
T +44 (0)333 006 0967 
E andrew.ryan@TLTsolicitors.com

Esther Smith  
Partner | Employment 
T +44 (0)333 006 0966 
E esther.smith@TLTsolicitors.com

Ed Pitt  
Partner | Real Estate 
T +44 (0)333 006 0824 
E edward.pitt@TLTsolicitors.com

Katherine Evans  
Partner and Head of Planning 
T +44 (0)333 006 0098 
E katherine.evans@TLTsolicitors.com

Gareth Oldale 
Partner and Head of Data Privacy 
and Cybersecurity 
T +44 (0)333 006 1595 
E gareth.oldale@TLTsolicitors.com

Alexandra Holsgrove Jones 
Senior Professional Support Lawyer 
T +44 (0)333 006 0718 
E alexandra.holsgrovejones@TLTsolicitors.com

Rachael Sherratt  
Director – Project Management &  
Net Zero Design Consulting | JLL 
T +44 (0) 7921 143 911 
E rachael.sherratt@eu.jll.com
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practice regulated by the Law Society  
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TLT (NI) LLP is a limited liability partnership 
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